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Supported by Lowell Libson Ltd. and the Collections and Library Supporters Circle
The Royal Academy of Arts presents a display of drawings by the renowned British architect
Norman Shaw RA (1831-1912). Considered the most brilliant and influential of their time, Norman
Shaw’s architectural drawings are exemplars of Victorian draughtsmanship and practice. Shaw
designed great Tudoresque country houses, he built powerful public buildings such as the turreted
New Scotland Yard on London’s Embankment and he also led gracious renovations, including the
intricate alterations and additions to Burlington House, the home of the Royal Academy of Arts. With
a fascinating array of works surviving Shaw’s office and now in the Royal Academy Collections –
from working drawings to dazzling perspectives – this display explores the materials,
draughtsmanship and design practices of Shaw and his small but brilliant staff. Photographs of
London buildings designed by Shaw will also be displayed in the Royal Academy of Arts’ Architecture
Space.
Norman Shaw ran a small but highly prestigious architectural office. Of the handful of apprentices
and assistants he employed over the years, many were or became eminent architects in their own
right. Early in his career Shaw became famous for his presentation ink drawings, setting a fashion for
the reproduction of architectural drawings in the pages of the recently established building press and
also for their display in exhibitions. Beautifully rendered office drawings also show how Shaw passed
his ideas to his staff and craftsmen. Later Shaw would turn this labour intensive process over to his
assistants, including his chief clerk William Lethaby, founder and first principal of the Central School
of Arts and Crafts, today part of Central St Martin’s. Lethaby created a progressive series of drawings
for architectural jobs such as the large neo-Jacobean chimneypiece at Cragside, Northumberland,
with a loose drawing hand which greatly appealed to the Victorian taste for the ornate.
Many of the working drawings on display are well-worn, after a hard life in the office and being
roughly circulated amongst clients and builders; some have edges frayed or missing, with others
creased up from constant folding and ground-in with Victorian soot. Rarely seen or investigated,
these drawings are simple and directly made by hand, in contrast to the complexity of computergenerated images made today. They come from an era when architects such as Norman Shaw
epitomised the best in the art of architecture, creating beautiful renderings for art gallery and
workplace alike.

TENNANT GALLERY OPENING HOURS:
Tuesday–Friday, 10am–4pm
Saturday–Sunday, 10am–6pm
Closed Monday
ABOUT THE TENNANT GALLERY
Located on the north side of Burlington House, the Tennant Gallery is a dedicated space within the
Royal Academy for the display of works on paper, for which light levels must be carefully controlled.
A changing programme of displays drawn from the Royal Academy Collections and the work of Royal
Academicians runs throughout the year.
IMAGES
Publicity images for Dream, Draw, Work: Architectural Drawings by Norman Shaw RA can be
obtained from Picselect, the Press Association’s image service for press use. Please register at
www.picselect.com and once registered go to the Royal Academy of Arts folder in the Arts section of
Picselect.
EVENTS
Curator’s talk: Tuesday 3 June, 3pm
Curator Neil Bingham leads an informal tour of the exhibition.
Free. No booking required. Meet in the Tennant Gallery.
Sketching Tours: Saturday 28 June and 12 July, 2-5pm
Follow in Norman Shaw’s footsteps by joining architect and draughtsman Benedict O’Looney on a
sketching tour of buildings by Norman Shaw and his contemporaries, near the RA.
£36/£18 concessions; booking via 020 7300 5839
SOCIAL MEDIA
Sign up to Royal Academy of Arts social media channels.
www.twitter.com @royalacademy
www.facebook.com/royalacademy
#NormanShaw
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